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Why do we use “set” in call numbers?

Because the volume field in item call numbers affects the holds process

from the Multivolume call number page on the cataloging wiki:

Background

Polaris uses the volume field as a way to group items for patron holds, so all 
libraries need to use this field consistently. If one library is using the field in 
their item, all other libraries need to use the field for items attached to the 
same bibliographic record.



When should we use “set” in the volume field of item 
record call numbers?

When some copies on a title record circulate individual parts separately and other 
copies circulate all parts together as a whole, use “set” in the item call number 
volume field of the items that are circulating as a whole. 



The Godfather: 3-movie collection
3-disc set
UPC 032429230973



If all existing copies are circulated as sets and your library wishes to circulate the individual parts 
separately, add set in the volume field for all of the existing call numbers.

If the volume field is blank in all existing copies on a record, then they are all circulating as sets.

1923 a Yellowstone origin story 3-disc DVD set, UPC 19132925186



When should we not use “set” in the volume 
field?
When all of the existing copies on a title record are circulated as sets.

• If all of the copies on a title record have set in the volume field, please remove the volume set 
from all libraries’ call numbers.

• If one or more call numbers have set and one or more others have nothing in the volume field, 
please remove the volume set from all libraries' call numbers.



All items circulating as sets, then volume set should not be used
Monk season 3,  4-disc DVD set  ISBN 9781417054695



Anything else to know about the volume field?

• Do not use the volume field for call numbers on a single-volume monographic record. If you 
would like to include volume-level data as part of the call number (e.g. a travel guide's year of 
publication), use the suffix or another field.

In this example, Lake Villa’s copy shows what NOT to do with volume call numbers on single-volume monograph records; all other copies on 
this record are correct

Chile & Easter Island (2018) 9780593516973 



..and more

• The CCS Web Report titled Bibs with and without volumes attached
will help you to identify item records that might need to be corrected, 
https://reports.ccslib.org/ (login with your L2 username and password)

https://reports.ccslib.org/


When in doubt, go to the wiki

Information about the use of “set” can be found on the Multivolume call numbers 
page of the CCS Cataloging Manual Multivolume call numbers - CCS Cataloging Manual (ccslib.org)

… in the section Background

• Polaris uses the volume field as a way to group items for patron holds, so all libraries need to use this 
field consistently. If one library is using the field in their item, all other libraries need to use the field for 
items attached to the same bibliographic record.

• Do not use the volume field for call numbers on a single-volume monographic record. If you would like 
to include volume-level data as part of the call number (e.g. a travel guide's year of publication), use 
the suffix or another field.

…in the section General Principles

• Use set for copies circulated as a set if any other copies on the same title record are circulated individually. If 
all existing copies are circulated as sets and your library wishes to circulate the individual parts separately, 
add set in the volume field for all of the existing call numbers.

• If all of the existing copies are circulated as sets and all of them have volume set, or one or more call numbers have 
set and one or more others have no volume at all, please remove the volume set from all libraries' call numbers.

https://www.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php?title=Multivolume_call_numbers


Thank you!

Please reach out with any comments or questions

Anita Santoro, Lake Villa Library

asantoro@lvdl.org


